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Model shown is Tiguan R-Line with optional ‘Suzuka’ 20” Alloy Wheels.
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On road, off-road and online, the Tiguan opens up a world of possibilities. The all-new design provides greater 

functionality than previous models, enhancing handling and performance on a wide range of terrains, from 

motorway to narrow roads, while the latest technology opens up the virtual world ensuring greater connectivity 

and more real-time services than ever before. Whether you prefer elegant and refined, dynamic and sporty or 

rugged and robust, there’s a Tiguan model for you, impressively equipped with a range of advanced features to 

ensure new levels of driving enjoyment wherever you are.

Model shown is Tiguan Highline in optional ‘Tungsten Silver’ metallic paint with standard 18’’ wheels and optional LED headlights with Dynamic Light Assist.

Opens up a world of opportunity
On road, off-road and online

01 LED Technology. Integrated dark red tail lamp 

assemblies, equipped with LED technology for 

optimum performance and visibility, blend 

harmoniously into the bodylines, creating a dynamic 

three-dimensional look. Standard on Highline and 

R-Line models. 
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Total control at
your fingertips
Functionality and ergonomics go hand in hand in the Tiguan. The premium quality centre

console is angled towards the driver for optimum driving convenience, placing the

infotainment system easily within reach whilst having every switch and control intuitively

to hand. With controls optimally positioned and information clearly in view, driving the

Tiguan is so much fun.

Model shown is the Tiguan Highline DSG 4MOTION with optional ‘Discover Pro’ navigation, optional heated steering wheel and ‘Vienna’ leather upholstery in Titan Black finish. Model shown is the Tiguan Highline with optional “Vienna” leather upholstery  in Storm Grey.

01 Electrically Operated Panoramic Glass Sunroof. 

The electrically operated, panoramic glass sunroof 

adds additional light and space, filling the interior 

with natural light and providing an inviting view of 

the sky above. Optional on Comfortline, Highline and 

R-Line. 
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On road or off-road, the
adventure starts here
The Tiguan boasts a smart new look that’s longer and lower than previous models, providing more interior space 

and helping to improve drive and handling. Sharp lines, stylish alloy wheels and details such as optional LED 

daytime running lights, give a look that is dynamic, strong and unmistakably Volkswagen. High torque engines 

and new 4MOTION Active Control with a choice of driving modes provide optimum handling whatever the 

weather conditions. 

Model shown is Tiguan Highline 4MOTION in optional ‘Tungsten Silver’ metallic paint, with standard 18” ‘Kingston’ alloy wheels.

01 LED Headlights with Dynamic Light Assist. 

Daytime running lights feature LED technology for 

greater visibility, and fit flush with the newly 

designed LED headlights with Dynamic Light Assist, 

enhancing the Tiguan’s sporty new look. Optional on 

Highline and R-Line models. 

02 4MOTION Active Control. All 4MOTION models 

feature 4MOTION Active Control which allows you to 

adapt your Tiguan to suit the weather and road 

conditions ahead. Choose from four driving modes 

including On road, Off-road, Off-road Individual and 

Snow, enabling you to find the optimum choice of 

driving mode wherever your adventures may take 

you. Standard on all 4MOTION models. 
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Model shown is the Tiguan R-Line with optional “Vienna” leather upholstery with R-Line logo in Titan Black.

01 Ambient Lighting. The lighting in the Tiguan 

illuminates the interior, creating a pleasant interior 

atmosphere and enhancing the sense of 

spaciousness. Integrated LED lights in the front 

footwell, door sill protectors, dashboard and 

decorative inserts in the front door panels give a 

luxurious feel with the brightness adjusted via the 

infotainment screen. Standard on Highline and R-Line 

models.

02 Active Info Display. The Active Info Display 

provides a system that can be tailored to suit your 

exact preferences. The fully configurable, interactive 

11.7 inch display replaces the standard analogue 

instrument cluster, displaying vehicle data and 

information on your dashboard. When used in 

navigation mode in conjunction with the optional 

‘Discover Media’ Navigation1 or ‘Discover Navigation 

Pro’ systems, you can move the speedometer and rev 

counter to the edge of the display, creating more 

space for the navigational map. If you wish, you are 

able to include driving, navigation and assistance 

functions within the graphics of the speedometer. As 

the Active Info Display is linked to all other assistance 

systems in the vehicle, any data shown in the centre 

console of the infotainment system, such as phone 

numbers or your music’s compatible cover art, can 

also be displayed on the dash conveniently placed 

directly within the driver’s optimum field of vision. 

Standard on Highline and R-Line models.

03 3-Zone Climatronic air conditioning system. The 

3-Zone Climatronic air conditioning system ensures a 

pleasant interior temperature to suit the individual 

preference of the driver, front passenger and rear seat 

passengers. Rear seat passengers are able to make 

adjustments via an electronic control panel 

conveniently located to the rear of the front centre 

armrest. A sensor monitors the outside air quality 

and, if necessary, automatically activates the air 

recirculation function. Standard on Comfortline, 

Highline and R-Line models.

1 When the large navigation map is displayed on the full Active Info Display in conjunction with the optional ‘Discover Media’ Navigation system, the 

navigation map cannot be displayed on the central 8.0 inch colour touchscreen.

03

Elegant and beautifully crafted design  
in perfect harmony with advanced technology
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01 Composition Colour system. The ‘Composition 

Colour’ system is equipped with a 6.5 inch colour 

touchscreen display. The system features an SD card 

reader, music playback from MP3, WMA and AAC files 

and eight speakers front and rear with 4 x 20 watt 

output. Standard on Trendline models.

03 Discover Media navigation system.  The ‘Discover 

Media’ navigation system adds navigational 

functionality to the ‘Composition Media’ system, 

providing points of interest, preloaded European 

navigation data, Speed Limit Display2 and three 

routes (Fast, Short and Eco), and 2D/3D map view. It 

comes with 3-years We Connect ‘Guide and Inform’3, 

providing online access to such information as the 

nearest filling station, parking space availability, 

weather and news feeds; and includes online 

navigation software updates, enabling you to 

download the latest map data. Optional on 

Comfortline models. Standard on Highline and R-Line 

models.

02 Composition Media radio system. The 

‘Composition Media’ system is equipped with an 

impressive glass covered 8.0 inch colour touchscreen 

with a proximity sensor that recognises in advance 

your intention to touch the screen and automatically 

magnifies the display mode. Features also include 

USB connection for compatible products and SD card 

reader. The media system also includes Bluetooth 

telephone and audio connection for compatible 

devices1, simultaneous pairing of two compatible 

mobile devices, SMS functionality – allowing you to 

read, compose and send SMS messages using the 

touchscreen display to a compatible Android 

smartphone (while the vehicle is stationary), title and 

compatible cover art display and facilitates music 

playback from MP3, WMA and AAC files through eight 

speakers, front and rear. Standard on Comfortline and 

optional on Trendline models.

04 Discover Pro navigation radio system. The 

‘Discover Pro’ touchscreen navigation radio system 

features a glass-covered 9.2 inch colour touchscreen 

for navigation and radio functions. It responds to 

spoken voice commands for navigation and telephone 

functions. Building on the ’Composition Media‘ 

specification, it is equipped with a 30 GB SSD hard 

drive, preloaded European navigation data, 3D map 

view, three calculated routes (Fast, Short and Eco), 

points of interest, Speed Limit Display2, photo display 

from JPEG and PNG files and two SD card readers. It 

comes with 3-years We Connect ‘Guide and Inform 

Plus’3, providing online access to such information as 

fuel pricing, parking space availability, weather and 

news feeds; and includes online navigation software 

updates, enabling you to download the latest map 

data. Optional on Highline and R-Line models.

1 Devices must be Bluetooth HFP (Hands Free Profile) compatible, 

please contact your authorised Volkswagen retailer for specific device 

compatibility.

2 Speed Limit Display only reflects national speed limits and does not 

show temporary speed limit restrictions, or where permanent 

changes to speed limits are made in-between map updates.
3 Car-Net ‘Guide and Inform’ services are accessed via a compatible 

mobile device. Please see www.volkswagen.ie for more information. 

The use of ‘Guide and Inform’ services entails exchanging large 

volumes of data. As such, we strongly recommend that you sign-up 

for a flat rate data plan with your mobile network provider. After the 

initial 3-year Car-Net contract, an annual subscription is chargeable 

for the continuation of Car-Net ‘Guide and Inform’ services.

Infotainment
Intuitive colour touchscreen displays and state-of-the-art technology 

ensure radio and navigation systems, are not only easy to operate,

but provide all the journey information you need and recognise many 

external multimedia devices you may wish to connect.
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Interior shown is Tiguan Highline with optional ‘Discover Pro’ navigation and optional heated steering wheel.

Connectivity

03 App-Connect2. ‘App-Connect’ allows your Tiguan 

to connect with current Apple and Android 

smartphones through three innovative technologies: 

Apple ‘CarPlay’, Google ‘Android Auto’ and 

‘MirrorLink’™. This enables you to ‘mirror’ your 

smartphone’s most important functions, such as 

phone contacts, receiving and sending texts, news 

and music on the touchscreen of your infotainment 

system, and if you choose, you can even operate the 

system by voice control, allowing you to manage 

them simply and safely during your journey. Please 

note, there is usage of only certified apps while 

driving. Standard on Comfortline, Highline and R-Line 

models. Image shown features optional ‘Discover Pro’ 

navigation.

02 We Connect ‘Guide and Inform’1. With We 

Connect ‘Guide and Inform’1, your Tiguan becomes a 

mobile network using your smartphone’s WIFI 

hotspot. You can access up-to-the-minute 

information directly from the internet, enabling you 

to benefit from continually updated information 

while you travel, such as the nearest filling station, 

parking space availability, weather and news feeds. 

We Connect ‘Guide and Inform’ includes 3-year’s 

online navigation software updates enabling you to 

download the latest map data to keep you up-to-

date. Another useful feature is ‘Destination Input’ 

that allows you to send locations to your navigation 

system, where they will be displayed on the colour 

touchscreen ready for your journey ahead. We 

Connect ‘Guide and Inform’ is optional on 

Comfortline, standard on Highline and R-Line models. 

Image shown features optional ‘Discover Pro’ 

navigation. Please contact your authorised 

Volkswagen retailer for full details.

01 We Connect ‘Security & Service’1. ‘Security & 

Service’ features functions that will make your 

journey even safer. The We Connect Service package 

offers you mobile access to important vehicle 

functions and combines security with transparency 

for even more comfort. A reassuring feature of 

‘Security & Service’ is the Emergency Call Service. In 

emergency situations, your vehicle calls for help 

automatically or you can press a button to do so. If 

your Volkswagen detects an accident, the Service 

connects to the Volkswagen Emergency Call Centre 

and passes on key information. The Emergency call 

Centre will deploy the emergency services if required.

We Connect ‘Security & Service’ is optional on 

Comfortline, standard on Highline and R-Line models. 

The image shown features optional ‘Discover Pro’ 

navigation. Please contact your authorised 

Volkswagen dealer for full details.

1   To use We Connect services, the customer needs a Volkswagen ID user 

account, and must log into We Connect with their username and 

password. In addition, a separate We Connect or We Connect Plus 

contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We 

Connect Plus, the customer has 90 days from the handover of the 

vehicle to register the vehicle, and use the services for the full 

duration of the agreed free period.

2   Only operable in conjunction with compatible smartphones. Please 

see www.volkswagen.ie to check smartphone compatibility.
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01 Rear seats. From front to rear, everything in the 

Tiguan is designed to meet your needs. The rear seats 

spilt 40:20:40 and each side can be moved 

lengthways, giving you various loading options. When 

all but the driver’s seat are folded down, there’s an 

impressive loading capacity of up to 1,655 litres. The 

load area is continuously level and can be lowered or 

removed totally for maximum boot space, thanks to 

the variable boot floor. Please contact your 

authorised Volkswagen dealer for full details.

01
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As versatile as life 
demands it to be

Business, pleasure, family or adventure, 

whatever your reason for travelling and 

whatever you need to load up, whether it’s 

shopping, kids, leisure equipment or 

otherwise, your Tiguan is well prepared. The 

flexible interior can be adapted to meet your 

personal requirements, such as extending the 

boot space with the variable boot floor, which 

along with the lower load sill, helps make 

loading and unloading bulky objects easier, 

while the optional keyless entry/keyless start 

as part of the ‘Easy Open’ package1, also 

allows you to open the electrically-operated 

tailgate from the driver’s door.

Model shown is the Tiguan R-Line with optional “Vienna” leather upholstery with R-Line logo in Titan Black.

1   Optional on Comfortline, Highline and R-Line models.



01 ParkPilot. ParkPilot with front and rear parking 

sensors assist parking manoeuvres by emitting both 

audible and visual signals, alerting the driver to any 

obstacles in the way. The closer you are to an obsta-

cle the faster the sound frequency, while an optical 

parking display indicates your position in relation to 

obstacles on the screen of the vehicle’s audio system. 

Standard on Comfortline, Highline and R-Line mod-

els. Image shown is Tiguan Highline 4MOTION with 

optional ‘Tungsten Silver’ metallic paint.

Intelligent driving begins here
Impressively equipped with intelligent technology and advanced driver assistance systems,

the Tiguan provides a confident, reassuring driving experience for added peace of mind.

02 Rear view camera. The rear-view camera is 

integrated behind the Volkswagen badge on the rear 

tailgate. It displays the area behind your vehicle on 

the screen of the vehicle’s audio system, helping you 

to manoeuvre into tight spaces quickly and easily. 

Auxiliary lines help you navigate safely into parking 

spaces, and thanks to the high resolution display, 

even small obstacles such as kerbs are visible. 

Optional on Comfortline. Standard on Highline and 

R-Line.
02
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01 Lane Assist with Side Assist. ‘Lane Assist’ with 

‘Side Assist’ helps you change lanes confidently. A 

radar sensor controlled system warns you via lights in 

the door mirror housing if it detects road users in 

your blind spot and a camera controlled warning 

system alerts you if your car drifts out of its chosen 

lane1. ‘Lane Assist’ is standard on all trims and ‘Side 

Assist’ is is optional on Highline and R-Line models.

02 Front Assist. The ‘Front Assist’ monitoring system 

combines Pedestrian Detection with City Emergency 

Braking, alerting you if it detects vehicles or 

pedestrians at the edge of the road or on the 

carriageway, via acoustic and optical signals, as well 

as a gentle jolt of the brakes1. The system even 

performs an emergency stop should the distance 

become critical, helping to protect other road users 

and avert potential accidents. Standard on all models.

04 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). Adaptive Cruise 

Control including Front Assist radar sensor controlled 

distance monitoring system, City emergency braking 

system, cruise control and speed limiter offers you 

intelligent control of your driving speed by 

automatically adjusting acceleration and braking. 

Whether around town or on the motorway, the 

system will adjust your speed to that of the vehicle in 

front, keep your specified distance, warn if you are 

approaching too fast and, in an emergency situation, 

generate enough braking force to try to reduce the 

severity of a collision or possibly even prevent the 

collision entirely. 

03 High Beam Assist. ‘High Beam Assist’ ingeniously 

senses the lights from oncoming vehicles and 

automatically switches between dipped and main 

beam accordingly. It also senses vehicles you are 

approaching from the rear and ensures your main 

beam is dipped in order to avoid dazzling the vehicle 

in front. Standard on Comfortline, Highline and 

R-Line models.

01

Driver assistance systems
From its elevated driving position to the latest active and passive intelligent safety features,

the Tiguan offers reassuring levels of protection for both you and your passengers.

02 04

03

1   Operates within the limits of the system.

01

01
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Paint

01

03

04 05

06 08

0702

04 Atlantic Blue Metallic1

05  Indium Grey Metallic

06  Deep Black Pearl Effect

07  Oryx White Premium Pearl Effect2

08  Reflex Silver Metallic1

01 Urano Grey Solid

02  Pure White Solid1

03  Tungsten Silver Metallic

1   Paints are not available on R-Line models.

2  Oryx White Pearl Effect paint is a premium paint finish and is priced  

 differently.

Please note: Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car colours may vary from those 

shown, as print processes do not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours. 



Wheels

01

03 04 05 06

0807

02

01 17-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Montana’. Standard on 

Trendline

02 17-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Tulsa’. Standard on 

Comfortline

03 18-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Kingston’. Standard on 

Highline

04 19-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Sebring’. Standard on R-Line

05 18-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Nizza’. Optional on 

Comfortline and Highline

06 20-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Suzuka’. Optional on R-Line 

model

07 19-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Sebring’ in Black. Optional 

on R-Line model

08 20-Inch Alloy Wheel ‘Suzuka’ in Black. Optional 

on R-Line model.

The Tiguan 25Please note: models shown feature optional ‘Tungsten Silver’ metallic paint.

Upholstery

01 ‘Miltano’ cloth Titan Black. Standard on Trendline.

02 ‘Rhombus’ cloth Titan Black. Standard on  

 Comfortline.

03 ‘Rhombus’ cloth Storm Grey/Titan Black1.  

 Standard on Comfortline.

04 ‘Vienna’ leather2 Titan Black. Optional on  

 Comfortline, Standard on Highline and R line.

05 ‘Vienna’ leather2 Storm Grey/Titan Black. Optional  

 on Comfortline.

06 ‘Vienna’ leather3 Titan Black/Crystal Grey.  

 Optional on R-Line

1  Storm Grey / Titan Black includes a large amount of the Titan Black 

element. The headrests, rear centre seat and the reverse and sides of 

the front seats are Titan Black. Please refer to the website 

configurator for a closer look at the optional interior.

2  Some parts of leather interior will contain artificial leather.

3  Optional on R-Line Models. Only available in conjunction with R-Line 

interior and exterior styling pack.

01 02

03

06

04 05
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Discover the
World of Volkswagen Engines 

For a full overview of engine availability, please 

download the Tiguan product guide at volkswagen.ie

Fuel Consumption 

Fuel Consumption l/100km (max. - min): 7.6 - 5.5. CO₂

emissions g/km (max. - min.) 189 - 142. Increased 

weight of a vehicle, including higher trim levels and 

the addition of options may have an effect on the fuel 

consumption and CO₂ emissions produced. The CO₂ 

and fuel consumption figures are the official figures 

obtained from tests under standardised EU test 

conditions.

The specified fuel consumption and emission values are the official 

figures obtained from tests under standardised EU test conditions

in accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test 

Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test method for measuring fuel

consumption (l/100km) and CO₂ emissions. Information correct at the 

time of print. WLTP replaces the previous NEDC test method.

The WLTP Min. values refer to the minimum values of the standard 

entry version excluding additional equipment such as optional

extras and accessories which may have an effect on the fuel 

consumption (l/100km) and CO₂ emissions produced. The WLTP Max.

values refers to the maximum value achieved considering optional 

extras. To discover exact values please configure your desired

vehicle at volkswagen.ie/build . You can discover more about the WLTP 

at volkswagen.ie/wltp

The Volkswagen Warranty

Three-year manufacturer’s warranty*

All Volkswagen Tiguan models come with a three-

year warranty which protects your car against the 

failure of most mechanical and electrical components 

due to manufacturing defects. Your vehicle should be 

serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

specifications. Any damage to or defect in the vehicle 

caused by poor or insufficient servicing will not be 

remedied under the vehicle’s warranty. Full details of 

the three-year warranty are available from your 

authorised Volkswagen retailer or at Volkswagen.ie

* The first two years have an unlimited mileage 

warranty. The third year warranty has a limitation 

of 90,000km.

Three-year Paint Warranty

The paintwork of the Tiguan is covered against 

manufacturing defects for a period of three years. 

Naturally, the Tiguan must be cared for in compliance 

with the operating instructions which will be found in 

your vehicle handbook. Please consult your 

Volkswagen retailer for full warranty details.

12-year Body Protection Warranty

The internal body sections and panels of the Tiguan 

are covered against rusting through from the inside 

for 12 years. Naturally, the Tiguan must be cared for in 

compliance with the operating instructions. Please 

consult your Volkswagen retailer for full warranty 

details.

Service Intervals for Engines

Full details of what checks and work are 

recommended at each service are contained in the 

Service Book and your retailer will be able to advise 

you of any particular requirements.

Approved Accessories

A comprehensive range of accessories from alloy 

wheels to carpet mats is available to complement the 

factory-fitted option list.

Volkswagen Finance

Volkswagen Finance offers a dedicated service to 

meet the needs of both the business user and the 

private motorist. We can help you choose the right 

type of finance and will tailor the package to meet 

your specific requirements. Please consult your 

Volkswagen retailer for details.

Volkswagen Assistance

Every new car is registered for Volkswagen Assistance 

for three years. This provides vehicle recovery in the 

unlikely event of a breakdown (subject to conditions).

Please Note:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the 

contents of this publication (including CO₂, fuel 

consumption and technical information) were 

accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press 

January 2020. Please be aware that model year and 

other changes (including specification or individual 

options) may impact on fuel consumption or CO₂ 

figures. Please check with your retailer regarding any 

queries on a specific model or chassis number. 

Volkswagen Ireland reserves the right to change 

specifications and withdraw products from sale 

without notice. Any such alterations will be notified 

to Volkswagen retailers at the earliest opportunity; 

please consult your local Volkswagen retailer for the 

latest product information.

Some illustrations in this brochure do not necessarily 

reflect Irish specifications. Consequently, controls 

and some items of equipment are positioned 

differently for Ireland.

The specifications contained in this brochure are for 

information purposes only as we cannot confirm the 

exact specifications of the vehicles. If you require any 

specific feature, you must consult your Volkswagen 

retailer who is regularly updated with any change in 

specification. Please check model availability and full 

specification details with your Volkswagen retailer 

prior to ordering.
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